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UN Task Team on Scanner Data
Originally launched in 2017

AIM: to increase the use of
new data sources (web
scraped and scanner data) in
consumer price statistics…
Task Team homepage

Goals for 2020 - 2022
The Task Team was relaunched in July 2020 to include a
wider cast list of members and a refreshed package of
workstreams. The new workstreams were:


Workstream 1: Update the guidance material available from the
first phase of the Task Team; make code available to NSIs to test
out different methods



Workstream 2: Develop new guidance material and code for the
process of classifying these new data sources for consumer prices



Workstream 3: Develop a new training package using the guidance
material to promote the use of these new data sources and
methods

Progress


Workstream 1: Have progressed the development
of an e-handbook covering the end to end process
of using these new data sources for consumer price
statistics.



Workstream 2: Guidance material and code are in
development. The guidance material will be
published soon via the e-handbook



Workstream 3: Training syllabus has been
developed and training material is starting to be
created, starting at the beginning of the process
(eg data acquisition)

Contents
Initial
considerations
Data acquisition
Data
preparation
Classification

An overview of these new data sources, how to select
categories and retailers, IT system requirements and
quality assurance
How to acquire/access scanner, web scraped and
other alternative data sources, as well as tips for
monitoring quality
Standardising the data, defining “products”,
treatment of discounts and refunds, deriving proxy
weights for web scraped data
Different approaches to classifying these data sources
from manual to more advanced methods

Contents (2)
Data filtering

Methods to identify and remove outliers; filtering out
“dump” products and low sales

Price index
methods

An overview of methods available to calculate price
indices using these new data sources along with some
discussion on how to choose an appropriate method

Aggregation

How to integrate these new data sources into the
existing classification hierarchy

Implementation

Tips on how to implement these data sources in
practice, including managing unexpected gaps in data
supply

Next steps for the Prices e-handbook


The content is near final but requires a proof read and edit before
being published. If you’re interested in accessing the contents prior to
publication please get in touch and we would be happy to arrange
access



We would also be interested in feedback on if there are other sections
you feel would be useful (if you’d like to author these, that would be
a bonus!). For example, there is a focus at the moment on rental
prices/ owner-occupier housing and a question of whether new, “big”,
data sources can support these developments



We are still also looking for authors on the remaining chapters,
including other use cases for scanner data



We’ll send out emails with the publication information closer to the
time! And grateful for any comments/ feedback on the content

What’s coming up?









Finish and publish the e-handbook (to include the section on classification)
Continue the development of training material in line with guidance
material
Approve a new Terms of Reference for the Task Team to cover the next
phase: 2022 - 2024
Set up a new workstream to develop the code library on the UN Global
Platform, using published code packages to create example notebooks
Set up a new working group that will be responsible for maintaining the
finished e-handbook, corresponding code notebooks, and training material
As new approaches or methods arise, the Task Team can also commission
new workstreams who can coordinate input across all three areas. This
ensures the materials can be maintained but also expanded as necessary
Engage with international colleagues to identify areas where we can add
the most value, for example working with UN Regional Hubs on rolling out
the training material to areas with high demand

How can you get involved?
We’re always on the look out for new members!
Please contact any of the steering group members:


Tanya Flower (Chair and Workstream 1 lead) tanya.flower@ons.gov.uk



Serge Goussev (Workstream 2 lead) serge.goussev@statcan.gc.ca



Thomas Hjorth Jacobsen (Workstream 3 lead) tsj@dst.dk



Benson Sim (UN Secretariat) simb@un.org

What does membership of the UN
Task Team entail?


You will be allocated to one of the workstreams (partially based on time zone but can take
into account preferences as well!)



Workstreams tend to meet monthly or as needed to discuss progress and tasks



It depends on individual circumstances but the time commitment expected is around 1 day
per month



“Taking part in the task team activities has been an excellent experience to get a deeper and broader
understanding of the problems, methods and opportunities involved in this rich area while contributing
to the development and dissemination of materials that aim to benefit NSOs around the world that are
facing the challenges of the adoption of big data sources for the production of price statistics.



Also, participating in an international collaboration with experts with different views and expertise from
all over the world has been a rich personal working experience that allows a better integration with the
international community of price statistics and knowledge sharing by means of the discussions in the
working sessions. ”

Vladimir Goncalves Miranda, Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE)

Useful links


Task Team homepage

Many NSOs have used either Python or R to write any new systems required for
processing these data sources due to their open source nature. For examples of
how these methods can be implemented, there are some available packages
namely:


R: PriceIndices



R: IndexNumR

